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r.troduet!oo 

The first events at the pp coll1der l l) have started a new era in exper111lental high 

energy physics. A new generation of machines like the pP collider, LEP, HERA, 

the Fermfi.ab eollider, ISABELLE and the SPC will open a whole new range of 

energies to investigation. At most of these machines 2 photon events will be 

copiously present even though they may not be the primacy target of attention. 

Whether these events are judged a signal of interest or a potentl.al background it 

will be necessary to have a computet' program with which one can study their 

theorP.tical properties and a Monte Carlo event generator to be able to compare 

theory with experiment. 

For e+e- collisions much work has been done alreadyl 2 , 3 l and also a number of 

papersl4,5,6] exist concerning p(p) collisions. Neverthele88 as of yet no good 

event generator exists for ep Ot' p(p) 2 photon reactions while the generator for 

the reaction e+e- + e+e-Jl+Jl-[71 suffers occae:ionslly from numerlcallnstabfiities. 

Even though these instabilities occur at the moment only in unobservable corners of 

phase space, higher centre of mass energies could change this. It is therefore the 

aim of this paper to remedy this situation by presenting the formulae that are 

necessary for s numertcally stable computer program that can handle 2y reactions 

at any energy for any set of incoming particles. Using such a program then, the 

observable cross sections are c.alculated for various machines and energy ranges. 

This is done for the 2y reactions e+e- + e+e-Jl+Jl-, ep + e)J.+p.-X and 

p(p) + Jl+Jl-X, assuming a muon acceptance that might be called typical for the 

machines imrolved. The muons can be considered as a reasonable test case for 

most of 2y physics as high p1 hadron physics in 2y collisions can also be treated 

as the production of 2 pointlike fermions, be it with different charges and 

masses. Experimental information has become avaiLable, recently, that confirms 

thisl81. 

It should be noted that in many cases the two photon diagrams are not the only 

ones that contribute to a specific final state Pl. Usua!zy these extra diagrams 

contribute only on the level of 1% of the two photon diagrams or in an eas.il.y 

recognizable separate corner of phase space. In the case of small angle tagging 

experiments their contribution stays limited to less than 10% but in the case of 

double tagging at large angles these extra diagrams may even become dominantl9I. 
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The calculation of these extra diagrams presents however fewer technical 

difficulties than the calculation of the multiperlpheral two photon diagrams so they 

will not be considered in this paper. 

The outlbe of the paper is as follows. The kinematics of general two photon 

reactions is described in section n and the appendices A and B. It is also 

explained in this section how one should make the extension to specific two photon 

reactions. Special emphasis is placed on the strategy concerning the numerical 

integration and the possibility of event generation. Section m shows a new method 

to formulate matrix elements when gauge cancellations can cause severe numerical 

problems. The result is a numerically stable formula for the matrix element of the 

two photon productton of a pair of fermions in which the beam particles can have 

arbitrary structure functions. In section IV it is shown what kind of two photon 

signals can roughly be expected at the new generation of +e e , 

colliders. The whole is firdshed with eo me conclusions in section V. 

tHfH~ 

ep or pp 
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II The Kinematics 

The main feature of 2y processes is their multiperlpheral structure in which 

there are two photons in the c-channel. This is responsible for the large 

cross sections and also for the very strong gauge cancellatl.ons in the mat:rlx 

element. Most of the cross section is found at very small values of t for 

both photons. This can cause severe problems for a numerical integration 

program • Additional difficulties arise when one needs cross sections which are 

integrated over an experlmental acceptance. Many mathematically oriented 

integration methods are excellent for integrating smooth functions but have 

great difficulties with the discontinuities caused by eXperimental cuts. The 

traditional solution for this problem is that used in ly production processes, 

namely to generate events according to the total cross section and only see 

afterwards wtdch events survive the cuts. Such programs are called event 

generators and we will call this specific procedure event generation of the 

first \dnd. 'llrls method is not very practical for 2y processes or other t

channel dominated reactions like Bhsbhs scattering since a typical detector, 

only measures a fraction of the total cross section, It would be very time 

consuming to generate events according to the total cross section and 

eventually throw most of them away because they do not satisfy the 

experimental acceptance. A more practical method is to implement cuts durtng 

the integration or duri.na the generation of events. There exist two main Unes 

of thought on how this should be done. 

In the first method one rewrites the phase space integral 1n such a way that 

those cuts which reduce the observable went rates most, like for instance the 

angle cut on an electron in a tagging experiment, can each be expressed in a 

single integration variable. The advantage of this approach is that one can 

remove most of the discontinuities by readjusting the integration boundaries. A 

first disadvantage is that the peaks of the matrix element now show up sa a 

correlation between several variables so it is harder to integrate over them. 

It might be necessary therefore to split the phase space up into various 
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pieces such that each piece contains a single peak. One can then concentrate 

separately on each piece in order to integrate i.t accurately. A second 

disadvantage l.s that sometimes there are more cuts than variables oo it is 

impossible to remove all the discontinuities. The fact that one may also need 

a completely different reformulation of the phase space integrals if the nature 

of the cuts is changed drastically can be considered a third disad11antage. 

Event generation according to this method we call event generation of the 

second kind. 

The different method which is the one used here relies on a complete 

reformulation of the basic phase space integrals. The integral is rewritten so 

that the denominatot"s of the propagators which are responsible for the severe 

peaks of the matrlx element are used directly as integration variables. It is 

then rather easy to control the near divergences which are caused by the 

inverse 

roughly 

photon propagators 
-1 -1 

like t 1 t 2 so 

integrals over tn( -t1) and 

t 1 and ~ • The differential cross section behaves 

by changing the integrals over t 1 and t 2 into 

tn(-t2) the integrand is not so badly peaked any-

morli!, The drawback of this method is of cout"se that now nearly all cuts 

become conditions that are functions of more than one 1/arlable. For a good 

automatic integration routine this is usually not too hard a problem. The 

program used here is VEGAS {lO] and the results show it to be satisfactory. 

The combination of VEGAS, its extension by Kawabata [ ll} and this 

reformulation of phase space yields a good event generator - of the third 

kind - that can compete l<lith a dedicated generator of the second kind ( ll} • 

The great advantage of this method is its unil/ersality as one program can deal 

with any kind of experlmental cuts. 

The basic kinematics of the two photon t"eactlon can be written as a 2 .,. 3 

process like in figure 1. All two photon physics propet"ties can be found in 

this system independently of the particle contents of the systems described by 

the 4 vectors p3 , p4 or p5• The tt"eatment of the phase space integrals is 

according to the following decomposition formula in which we assume that 

p3 contains n3 particles, P4 contains n4 particles and p5 contains 

n5 particles: 
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This formula shows that every two photon reaction can be treated 

kinematically as if it is a 2 to 3 reaction like in figure 1 in which the 

squares of the masses of the final state sYstems are also to be integrated 

over and normal n-bod.y phase space describes the "decay" of these three 

systems. Normally P3, P4 and Ps contain only one or two particles each so, 

this "decay" will be rather simple. The reformulation of the essential 2 + 3 

reaction to make it suitable for 2 photon physic.s is done in appendix A. If 

the beams carry no polarization the whole system is symmetric under rotations 

around the beam Slds and the integration over such an azimuthal angle is 

' ' ' trivial. Consequently the integral [d p3 /(2E 3) d p4 /(2E4 ) d p5 /(2E 5) 

0 ( 4 ) (pl + P2 - P3 - P4 - Ps) can be reformulated in terms of only 4 

relativistic invariants among which one has to take t 1 and tz. The choice of 

the other two variables. s 2 and 6 1 made it possible to write the formulae of 

appendix A in such a form that the matrix element can be evaluated in a 

numerically stable way. eliminating all problems with gauge cancellations. 

The expressions for the CM anglea and energies in terms of the invariants of 

appendix A. can be found in appendix B. These CM quantities are needed 

because the experimental cuts are usually expressed in terms of them. 
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The rest of the kinematics concerns the treatment of the "decay" of the final 

state systems described by P3, P4 and p5 • As an example we \olill consider 

here the system described by P4. If it contains only one particle with mass 

m4 its phase space integral is trivial: 

S ~ 1n 
r 1t I c~.'rl'' ) (_uq' J ;., .. _, • {G') 

' cl''( l o F~-. 
' .. Pi~1) "" 1 en:, 2.) 

and particle 4 is on-shell. If there are two particles in the system described 

by P4 it is easiest to use angles in the centre of mass of the two particles: 

J .11 ci.: P; (>~J r ' ( ' ,,, ) , 
'~ 1 ~'It)~ 2.Ej'll 

2 

~' 1 ( P•- L. p~"). f <fe.' ~ i"'(P.,-E!>-?,) 
'•I ) 2E""- z.El ~«)1. 

x'( p,',,;;,M,'J ~ <J..Q_CM (If.,<) 
~:trp'il. 

in which we switched to the notation p6 "' Pt ( 4) and P7 "' Pz ( 4 ) • The one 

problem with this reformulation is that it needs an additional transformation 

from this centr-e of mass to the laboratory frame, At first sight this does not 

seem too difficult as one can just boost this CM frame till system 4 acquires 

the proper energy and then rotate it into the right direction • indicated by 

e 4 and 41 4 • The angles 6 4 and <t 4 can be obtained from the formulae in 

appendix B. The difficulty arises H the orientation of the CM frame of 

system 4 is not random, It is for instance best to have the incoming y tS 

define the z-ald.s in the CM frame. Many interactions of the two photons will 

exhibit a forward or a backward peak. With the above orientation of the z

ald.s 1 all peaking is confined to the 0 variable and any variation with ¢ wili 

be due to spin structure and/or experimental cuts. Having chosen the z-axls 

this way one needs to rotate over the angles 0y and ¢y before boosting and 

rotating over 6 4 and ¢4 • The formulae for 0y and <ty can be obtained by 

inverting this procedure and observing the direction of the y 1 s after the 

rotations over -<t 4 and --{)4 and the boost that brings system 4 to rest. 
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Fin.ally the x-z plane stD.l has to be defined. One can do this by requiring 

Pt to Ue tn the xz plane of the CM frame of system 4. This means that 

there ll1ll be another rotation around the z-axf.s over the angle lj.. This angle 

can be found by studying Pt under the rotations -4>4 and -e4, the boost that 

brings system 4 at rest, and the rotations -4>y• -0y• Some of the formulae 

that are obtained this way may not be very stable numerically. In that case 

it may be better to obtain quandties like s1n01 CM directly from the Levi

Civita ter'l80rs of appendix A, the same way this is done for the lab variables 

in appendix B, and then use the results of the transformations only to 

determine the sign of co93 1 CM, 

If the systems 3 and 5 are only representing a general inelastic reaction as 

in deep inelastic scattering the corresponding structure functions do not 

depend on the kinematics of the "decay". This means that the "decay" 

integrals can be done leaving a function of P3 2 or Ps 2 whlch is absorbed into 
2 2 

the structure functions. In such a case only the dp3 or dp 5 integrals are 

left to represent the systems 3 and 5. 

Using the above set of variables all severe peaks that occur in the matrix 

element of a two photon reaction can be controlled. The t 1- 1t 2 -l behaviour 

by changing the integration variables t 1 and t 2 into tn(-t1) and J.n(-t2), 

the forward backward peaking of for instance the subreaction y ""y"' + i.L + i.L- by 

changing coseCM into a more exotic. vartable and the l/(p4
2)

2 behaviour of 

2 2 2 
da/dp4 by replacing dp4 by d(l/p4 ). Other changes of variables are 

shown in appendix A. Usually the change concerning cosElCM is not needed in· 

the presence of experimental cuts as the observation of 9Jme of the centre 

particles is demanded. This means that they should have a reasonable value 

for their p1 which in its turn means that eCM should not be too near the 

forward or backwat'd peaks. One should also real:lze that expert mental cuts 

can change the asymptotic behaviour of the cross section considerably, 

requiring different changes of variables. Most cuts require for example the 

2 2 2 
replacement of dp4 by d..lnp4 instead of d(l/P4 ) • 
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Ill The Matrix element 

Normally the derivation of a matrlx element 1s a rather straightforward 

exercise with Feynman rules if one does not need to worry about the practlcal 

problem of numertc:al. evaluation. Consider for instance the reaction 

e+e--). e+e-~+).1- at PETRA or LEP energies. If the matrix element were to 

be evaluated in the standard fashion -i.e. express:lng it completely in terms 

of 4-vector products and then substituting their numerical values for each 

Monte Carlo generated point in phase space - then the cancellations between 

the various terms would be so bad that even the 60 bit accuracy of a CDC 

computer would not suffice. It is therefore necessary to use a different form 

for the matrix element - and thus a different derivation 

more tedious. 

which is slightly 

To get a feeling for how this can be done tn a very simple system let us 

calculAte the matrix element of the reaction e+e- + e+e-tt
0 

under the 

0 
assumption that the 1t behaves like a potnt particle, i.e. without 

formfactors. The coupling between the photons and the 1t 
0 

can then be written 

0 0 
as \gTt FIJ.VpiJ.\1 • kgtt FflvFpaf.:IJ.VP<l", Adopting the notation of figure 2 the 

matrix element can be written as: 

\

- t'""-" ~ 
\l'm.f· ... ~'1.e'i v.tpdlfl-"u.(pt)E;: 9_,ect~o- N-Cp~.)SfvN"C.p1 2 \ 

9,1'1. 'tt..L (Ill.l) 

From now on we will use the notation that if an index of a Levi-Civita tensor 

is contracted with the index of a 4-vector this index of the Levi-Civita tensor 

IJ.Vqlq2 
is replaced by the 4-vector, so e stands for ellVPO'q1 q2 • The matrix 

P a 
element is now brought into its final form by worldtlg out the square, 

summing over the spins, taking the 2 traces and making the substitutions 

P3 .. Pl - ql and Ps '" P2 - q2 • This gives the expression 

, [ P·"·P'-91. 1. ta<Vt\t" 
\<We\ ·ca'e" -•~e: e:r.~.r,9,t1b9.,G G"~'"'t' 

(lll. 2) 

'1. ftq,q\t- 1 l. cM~r"~~ ] I 
+ tbq1 € €fL<=tLct~t'"- 4Chq). e Eq,~t"V /(8,}0.~/ 
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If the Levi-Civita tensors are contracted into 4-vector dot products this 

formula becomes numerkslly unstable, but in its Lev1-Civita form all 4 terms 

are poaid.ve so no cancellations occur, It should be noted that the first term 

/ 1q1p2q2t.plqlpzqz is the Gram determinant of the system and the other 3 

terms are minors of it, so all four terms have a meaning in the kinematics. 

When these kinematics are treated according to the method of appendix A all 

4 terms in formula (III.2) wUl be obtained in a numerically stable fashion. 

The reason for the numerical stability of formula (Ill.2) is due to the fact 
* * o elqtezqz 

that the amplitude of the subreaction r y + 1t , g& (el and e 2 are 

the polarization vectot's of the two photons) is a single term which is 

manifestly gauge invariant. Formula (Ill, 2) is derived by multiplying 
~ql vqz 

£. e:
11

'qtv'qz with the tensors from the electron and the positron lines, 

so each term in (ill.2) is necessarfiy gauge independent and there can be no 

more gauge cancellations. 

The procedure to obtain a corresponding result for the reaction 

e+e- ~ e+e-IJ.+IJ.- should consequently follow a similar path. Firat the 

amplitude for the $.1breaction y * y * ~ 1J. + 1J.- has to be wrltten in a manifestly 

gauge invariant way in which each individual term is gauge independent. Then 

the matrix element for this $.1breaction is evaluated and rewritten in a 

suitable form 1 after which the contraction with the electron and the positron 

gives the full matrix element. As the electrO!\ and the positrol\ are put in 

last, it becomes also easy to insert structure functions and obtain the matrix 

elements of the reactions pp ~ pp\J.+IJ.- 1 ep ~ epiJ.+\J.- and their corresponding 

inelastic wrsions. 

The first step of the a bow procedure is achieved Yia the identity: 

i).(l\,)~ <f., ''"" f.. • f.. ~ (.,} ""(f,) 
t11~M'- i.t~M"I. 

~ q,•·•l" u.(J,l lr."'. •)(,r • ..-
- E E.q, ... l"~ (l<t-M')lltt-M') 

(Ill.)) 

Rr(p,) 

using the notation of figure 3. To derive the above formula the identities 

il(p6){f6 - m) .. 0 and <!1 + m)v(p7) • 0 had to be used several times, 
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together with 9:1me y matrix algebra and the Schouten identity for Levt-Civita 

tensors. It should be noted that the right-hand side of (III.3) has a common 

denominator suggesting simllarltles betweel\ the method used here and the 

derivation of "super"formulae of ref. (12]. 

The matrix element for the subreaction /'y* ~ IJ.+IJ.- is now brought into the 

form 

q,e,""\'> che\-,.6 q,e,ot'j'>' qleto'1l' F 
E €.. ~ E •II'>~S.o~.·~·~·s_• (Ill. 4) 

Obtaining the precise form of the tensor F irNolves a spin sum and the taking 

of a trace. In this form it 1.s rather difficult to evaluate (TIL 4) for a given 

point in phase space, An example of a term that is far flcom trivial is 
qlelQa qzez~Y 

e: eq 2e2a~e: eq
1
e

1
yQ with Q = P6 - P]• To write such forms 

compactly, let us introduce a new notation inspired by the fact that 
qieia!3 e: is an antisym metric tensor lrlth two indices. In this notation the 

above "difficult" term becomes Q•l•2•2•l•Q· Terms like this one are to be 

reduced to sums and products of scalar quantities that are contractions 

between two Levi-Civita tensors only. The necessary reduction formulae cart be 

found in appendix C. Once these reduction formulae have been applied the 

matrix element of the subreaction takes a rather simple form. Using also the 

1 
qieia~ 

notation Tr[ i.j • e t.:q e ~a this matrix element ls given by the formula.: 
j j 

I ~\' I ,, ' ')(l [ l ' q,o,q,e, ) WI.. "' '\ &,..(~1-qL) ~ (Q.q,) 't (Tr I •l ) • €. G.q,e,qteL 

-1 lO.q,)' Tr[l•l] Tr[o.l] - 8 { Q • I •l•Q - l Tr(<•1](Gl'•q,.q,) t' 
r. ,,.,,~ ' [ r. ~·,..~ )' L , Tr[•·•J '-€ e 9,Q•~) + Tr 2•2] '-€ Eq,Q•~ J (Ul. 5) 

' ')_, '((.q,.q,)- (<Q.q,) 

Even though the terms in this formula are not all positive there are no 

problems with the resulting cancellations. As all the gauge cancellations are 

hidden inside the Levl-Civita tensors whatever cancellation is left is due to 

spin structure and therefore not serious. To illllstrate this somewhat we 

calculate the amplltuJe for the reaction y*y* ~ 1t+1t-, assuming again that the 

pions are point particles. Even though there is an extra seagull diagram the 

same notation can be used as in the y*y* ~ f.L+f.L- reaction and the amplitude 

becomes 
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becomes 

'ffi • -:t'•(Q•I•>.Q- \.Te\:••':.l(Q',q,q,)) 

(q,.q.)' -lQ.q,)' 

(ITI.6) 

2 2 2 2 
using k 1 - m "'- q1 .q2 - Q.q1 and k 2 - m •- q1 .q2 + Q.q1 • One 

can see now that one of the terms of (ill, 5) is -2 times the matrix element 

for the production of two pointlike charged scalar particles. At high energi.es 

the cross section of the reaction e + e- + e + e-1t + 1t- is almost an order of 

magnitude smaller than the cross section of the reaction 

e+e--+ e+e-~+~-[lJ) even if one allows for the fact that the lighter mass 
2 2 

of the muon is to be compensated for by a factor m1t /m~ in the cross 

section, so cancellations involving this term are not severe, 

The addidon of the cl..ectrons (or protons) is now rather simple. The electron 

gives: 

Tr ((J!It-rn))'\"'(;p, ... "")ov]:. 2. (C\~~'t'..,. -Q,,rq,..,) + '-(1pq ... ..q,,...)(_2p,.,.-q,.,.) (III. 7) 

2 
using P3 '" P1 - ql • Since Pt .ql '"' ~1 this can be rewritten as: 

~'t~ C<a"v- "·~;·") • a(p,~- ~'t·~l(i.,- ~q,.) 
(IU.B) 
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This formula is symmetric in ~ and v and therefore the contraction with 

(!U.S) gives no problems as to which e 1 should be replaced by a ).1 and 

which one by a v. For protons we take 

:~~(~~ ... - 11·~;· ... )\N\ -.~{~t.,. ~~~~~rll~" .. -~q,,) w,_ (UI.9) 

This way the nor•nalizati.on is such that for point partlctes w1 and w2 are 

both equal to one. ~ven though these definitions differ from the customary 

2 
ones by factors -2ql and 8 respectively we believe that this unique way of 

defining 1~ 1 and w2 is the better 011e. 

The full matrlx element for the two photon productlon of a pair of spin ~ 

point partldes with mass rn can now be written as: 

\'m.\
2

• 

l•) t1.J (\) (.LJ (•) \1) ll) (1) 

\.J 1 W, M11 .-W, W'l Mnt'Wl W. "M::~, 1 t\..h ~1 Mu 

(a} q,' ([q,.q,)' .(Q.q,)'JT 

(Ill.lO) 

where the upper index of the structure functions refers to photon number 1 

and photon number 2 respectively. The evaluatlon of :.t1 2 and M21 st:Ul needs 

some reduction formulae, Those are also present in Appendix C, After this 

the ftnal expression for the Mij becomes: 
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Mus bL4 9~q: 1((£\,.t:t,J' ~ (6(P.,i}'') (_(Q.9,,)"- q~ q: +~,.ch)"' 

- Q'(q,"+~ .. trl\'')) -1(Qq~"(q~n.""')(q~t-tl'l\~> r 

'J ' ')( , ••• ~.~ p,q,Q~. ) 
M.,. <>5q, 1 ((q,q,) .(Q.q,) -€ "P•'-"•~ -E fo.q.Q~ 

' ') rr. )' l'o'l<t'" ' (ef·•·r·e )') l - (q, +tM ~.._.._Q.q, e el\~ ....... t- l. q,Qr" r 

•lr, ' )')( p.q,q,~ Ep,q,Q~ ) 
\-111 • tll! q, 1,Cq,.q,) ~·~• -€ GM,'ht' - ~M,Qr 

"· )' p.<~<r• • c P·~·t'" )') L -(q~otll'l\')u...Qq, & Ep~1 1-'v + i E ~'\I,.Q~" f 
(ill,IL) 

) , ')''' p,q,rv )' M•l'q• ) 
Hn • 5111 ((q,.'l,) .(Q.o,,) 11-•<= Ep.q,r• -£ Ep,q,p,~, 

p,q,Qt"- I p_q,('tV 2. >' 
- ( E Ep,q.,Qt' • j E EP.'lo.J"' ( Q + q,.q,) 

' ~q.r• c. P>••e.. )' 
- \ E E P•'lot'" l: E~,Qer 

' e"'q'~'"e (eM•ere )' 
• a fa.~"' q~.~e" 

• r )'( M•r' ) ( l'>'1•e.. ) l - ~ LQ.q, € E PR,r" E fpa,qlec ( 

The Lev:L-Civita tensors contracted with the 4-vector Q have to be evaluated 

carefully as they are not contained in the kinematics of the reaction discussed 

in the appendices. It is however not too complicated to do so as the only 

relevant cancell.atl.ons come from the interplay between p1 and q1 or between 
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plql Q I! 
Pz and q2 • To evaluate for example e e:p q Q iJ. one could calculate, 

l l plql Q iJ. 
aoalytica11y, the components of the axial 4-vector ai! • e in the lab 

0 2 
frame and then compute a1-La

11
• There are some cancellations between (a ) 

and {a 
3

) 
2 

and only after cancelling these terms analytically should one 

substitute numerlcal values. It i.s also possible to do this in the CM frame of 

the two colliding photons. 

ttt ~ f 
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IV Results 

With the aid of the previous two chapters and the appendices it is possible to 

construct a computer program for two photon reactions that produce two 

fermions at the centre, Whenever a beam particle is a proton it is neceS&U'y 

to specify its structure functions. Most of the cross section will be at small 

values for the invariant mass of the hadron system so it is necessary to use 

structure functions that are good in the resonance region. In pr1neiple it is 

possible to use the data from ep and ll-P scattering to get good structure 

functions in the whole Q 
2 

and invartant 111.ass range that ls relevant for the 

two photon processes under consideration. This would go far beyond the scope 

of this paper. To get a rough impression of the inelastic results we decided 

to use the structure functions fro111. the paper by Surt and Yenru.ell 4 l which 

are a reasonable fit to the 111.easured structure functions in the resonance 

region. For the elastic ease the usual dipole form factors were used, 

As a first check the total cross section of the reaction e + e- +- + -+ e e 11 11 was 

calculated at a CM energy of 30 GeV because this number i.s known to be 

between 119 nb and 120 nb from previous programs[ 71, The current result is 

119.555 ± 0.019 nb. 'l'his accuracy which took about 5 million Monte Carlo 

points is of course absohttely useless from a physics point of Yiew. The , 

integrand ts however a good test case for numerical integration programs. For 

the rest we consider total cross sections irrelevant for most cases. The cross 

sections that are relevant are total observable cross sections within a gl.ven 

acceptance. 

Let us therefore conslder the 2y production of a muon pair in e + e-, ep and 

pp collislons with the condition that the muon pair should be observable. The 

detector should have a geometry that ia typical for LEP, HERA or ISABELLE. 

A muon was defined observable when its angle with respect to th,e beam axis 

satisfies the condition (cos0( < 0.95. Additionally the muon has to have a 

perpendicular momentum of at least 1 GeV/c when (case( < 0.75 or a 

longitudinal momentum of at least 1 GeV/c when 0,75 < (cos9( < 0.95. This 

last condition comes from the fact that the muon shield has two endcaps, 
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thus forming a big cylinder with two holes for the beam. The most slgniftcant 

dUference between this "standard" detector and UAl at the pi) collider ts the 

mot~entum that the muon needs to traverse the shield. In the case of the UAl 

experiment at least 3 GeV/c is needed in the direction that is perpendicular 

to the shield. The observable cross sections for the "standard" detector can 

be found tn table 1. 

It is possible to completely eliminate 2y processes as a background to Drell

Yan events if one considers the very steep t dependence of the cross section 

which indicates that elastic protons will almost never be visible and the 

inelastic systems also go forward. The separation crlterton is that Drell-Yan 

events are accompanied by hadrons along both beam dtrections - the remnants 

of frsgmentatl.on -while tn the case of 2y processes tt is a very great 

exception to see hadrons outside both beam pipes simultaneously. Of the 67.5 

pb in the elastic-elastic channel for pp collisions about 0. 4 pb has one 

proton come out at an angle larger than 3, 7 mrad (this corresponds to 

2 2 
Q .. 1 GeV ) • The cross section for both of them to 

2 2 
have Q > 1 GeV is 

-38 2 
much less than 10 em , Of the 66,8 pb in the elastic-inelastic case only 

-37 2 
3.10 em has the elastic proton come out at more than 3. 7 mrad. This 

leaves at best the inelastic-inelastic events as a potential background for 

Drell-Yan processes and most of those will have hadronic systems with a small 

invartant mass tn the resonance region. When such a resonance decays its 

decay products will have a relatively small p 1 and a lot of energy - the 

energy of the resonance ts about 2 70 GeV - so again only a small percentage 

will be Yisible, The total cross sectlon of two 1>hoton events accompanied by 

hadrons outskle both beam pipes \lith an angle of at least 10 mrad with 

respect to the beam directions is estimated to be less than 1 pb. A better 

estimate needs a Monte Carlo of the inelastic hadronic system. More 

knowledge about the inelastic hadronic system will also lead to a better 

selection criterion reducing the possible background even further. This method 

of separating the 2y events from the Drell-Yan events is better than the use 

of a cut tn the value of the perpendicular momentum QT of the dtmuon 

pair[ 6 1 , There will be a number of Drell-Yan events at small QT ana the 

expedmental resolution will gl.ve some 2-y events at larger QT. Therefore the 

expe~mental resolution will make such a cut less efficient. 

Of course the above numbers are very sensitive to the specific expression that 
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is used for the strucb.lre functions. In due time it w1l1 be necessary to have 

a reliable set of structure funct1ons that 1s specifically fitted to the data for 

the use in two photon phyaics. A comparison between the results here and 

those of ref, [4} which uses the parametrization of ref. {151 shows ·the 

current calculadon to give a significantly larger inelastic cross section. 

It should also be noted that 2y events were discovered at the ISR[ 16 1 Y1a the 

observation of an excess of dimuon events liith no accompanying hsdrons. 

Finally the total observable cross section for dimuon events coming from. two 

photon collis1ons 1s only about 7 pb if the muons need at least 3 GeV to 

traverse the ehiel.d. This shows that two photon physlcs should cause 

absolutely no problems for the pp collider experiments. 

Dimuon production by two photons can also give a rough idea of the hadron 

signal that can be expected in 2y collildons. For estimating the number of 2 

jet events in two photon collis1ona one needs the Value of Ryy and da/dM
1111

• 

This da/dMilll is given in ftgure 4 1 while the value of Ryy is 34/27 in the 

region where 4 fi.avoura are relevant and 35/27 if five flavours contribute, 

From figure 4 it is clear that HERA wn1 need a sign:ifka.ntly better 

luminosity than t.EP in order to be better at two photon physics in the mass 
2 

range of 10-20 GeV /c for the 2y system. For ISABELLE to compete with 

LEP it will be necessary to reali.ze a luminosity that is an order of magnitude 

better than that of LEP. 

2 
The rather strange looking dip in the dimuon mass d1strt.but1on at 2 GeV I c 1s 

due to the cuts. When the p1 cut is relevant ( lcosel->1 < 0, 75) there are 
2 

almost no events below 2 GeV/c , but when the cut 1s on p1 there is a 

completely separate signal that peaks at a smaller value of the dimuon mass. 

If a muon has cosEI • 0.95 and p1 • 1 GeV/c its p1 is sllghtly larger than 
2 

300 MeV/c so one would expect this second peak to be above 600 MeV/c • 
2 

The figure shows it slightly above 1 GeV/c in the elastic channels whfle it 

is partislly washed out in ·the inelastl.c channels. 

'The total cross section liith two muons and one electron observed is another 

signal of interest. For this it was assumed that an electron or positron is 

observable if it has at least a 20 mrad angle with respect to the beam 

direction. The cross sections are presented in table 2, It should be mentioned 
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that these signals lrll1 actually be larger due to the other diagrams that 

contribute to the reactions e + e- + e t e-).1 +fl.- or ep + efi + ).1 -x, In the case of 

double tagging there are some cuts that even make them the 

dominant diagrams, but, '18 mentioned in the introductl.on, we will not 

consider them. in this paper. 

The most remarkable feature of table 2 is the fact that the event rate at 

HERA for tagging experlments will not be better than at LEP unless the 

luminosity at HERA is two times higher. The main disadvantage of HERA is 

due to the fact that at LEP one can tag on both sides whlle the HERA 

advantage of the smaller electron energy (this means a smaller Q
2 

for equal 

angles) is not quite enough to make up for it. 

ttHH 
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Conclusions 

A working program has been constructed that can calculate two photon 

processes for the accelerators of the near fubJre. At equal luminoaitles LEP 

is the better two photon machine but if the luminosities at RERA and 

ISABELLE will be significantly higher this situation might be reversed, A 

careful study of the hadron system in the inelastic channels w1ll eliminate two 

photon processes completely as a background to Urell-Yan signals. Very simple 

criteria like calling an event a Urell-Yan event if there are hadrons at an 

angle of more than 10 m:rad near both beam pipes should already reduce the 

two photon signals in pp coll1sl.ona at /a • 540 GeV by two orders of 

magnitude. 

To conclude, the author would llke to thank J, Smith of SUNY Stony Brook 

and W, van Neerven for stlmulating discussions. 

tHHH 
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Appendix A 

The nucleus of the kinematics as used for the two photon calculations in this 

paper consists of a reformulation of the two to three body phase space such that 

the integration variables are relativistic invariants [ 17 1 • One of these invariants is 

then replaced by a sllghtly more exotic variable 

fl : P1 •P2 q1 .q2 - p1 .q2 p2 .q1 according to the notation of figure 1. This gives 

then for the phase space integral: 

5 c~.' p, .. , 
~ 

~ 

~ 
2E, 

d.'!< 
lC., 

'" r:; (p,.p,-p,-p,-p.) • 

., ' 1T ') j 
~-A, (~•·~'>· p,, p,J 

cl.$1 cU 1 d\: 1 cll::.l. 

11' j dt:.. ds,. d.t., dlt 

c~l ~~:,-Mt)~-ll'i(~~· 'Pl.ra, p.,J 4 J\~(S,V'I'l,t,M~) 

(Al) 

(A2) 

with 64 being the Gram determinant of the system. This Gram determinant can be 

written as: 

c., • p,p,'f1 p., € 

E Pd'> p, p, 

E. Ptcq'~ ch € p,q, p4 C!1. 
(A3) 
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When 1::.4 is written in terms of 1::., s2 , t 1 , t 2 it will yield the integration 

boundaries once the condition -1::.4 > 0 is imposed. These boundartes are derived 

below for three different orders of integration: 

li) 5 d.A Q. ~, cl\:a. dt, 

l_ii) 5 cHl O.c, O.s, 0.\,1 

~l'l) ) d.O. cl'tt d.'t, d.~ a. 

The first of these three orders of integration requires most care while the other 

two can almost be conaidered as special cases of it. Therefore the main effort 

will concern the derivation of the first one while the modifications that are 

needed for the others will be mentioned at the appropriate places. It should be 

Mentioned that many of the formulae presented here can also be found 1n 

ref. [181, however we repeat them for completeness. The treatment here differs 

from ref. [ 71 in the use of the variable 1::. and the emphasis on numertcal 

stability of the formulae • 

For a gtven value a of s 2 the rrlnimum and maximum of t 1 are: 

.... 
\: 1 t M~ T m~ .. 2.( E~6~ ,_ p;M f)CM) 

• m;a-•ml 1 (~t-'M~ -M: )( $ +ml ~cr) 

+- ~11(~, M,:,M~) ?\~ (s, rv~l,cr) r ;.J.,S 
(A4) 

t.~"'"" !::,MU. = (m~-mn (~-mt) +4 (rrt!-mf)- Ccr·M~) r 
(A5) 

11.~ M:J.1.Cm~-mn- M~(~-ml-) tIt 

where max and min refer to absolute values. We will use the same notation for 

the boundaries on ~. In case (iii) a is a value of ~ between its minimum 

-2:.!-

2 2 
(m.4 + m5) and its maximum (Is -

for o only the mtnimum value ( m4 + 
m3) while in the other cases one substitutes 

2 
m5) • For numerical reasons it is advisable 

2 2 
to keep 6 1 "' m3 - m1 as one unit, since if m1 "' m3 61 becomes eltacUy 

2 2 2 
zero and the numerical accuracy of an expr.:!ssion like m3 - m1 - a + m2 wU.1 

not be affected, even lf m1 and m3 are individually much larger than m2 or a. 

In numeri.cal integration one can now begin by choosing a value for t 1 between 

t 1 max and t 1 min, Then the boundaries for s2 can be found by inverting (A4) 

substituting t 1 for t 1 max and s 2 for o. This yields: 

'5,_! =is(t,-&,).,. ~~ce,-Ml-w.lt.) -t2-m~m.5l. 

si 'fl2. 

~ ~/l.(S,M~,Ml.l.) :\' 1(t,,~.~.M;)~/~ a. 

·"'· 
, ~(t 1 (\,.\:. 1 -m?-rrt{-m;)-fl'l{"&,) 

+ m~o,;l&l + f'fltt.rnl) r/ 2. ;,.,, 

(.<6) 

(.<7) 

2 2 2 
with &2 • ml - m2 and 63 • tl - m2 • In the case that m1 ,. 0 there is only 

one root (see also (AlO)): 

5: : S(t 1 (~t-h 1 -M~-r,f)-mb•f1;) + M~M)1 (wtf,_IYL~-Cl) 

lS-IYI~)(_\:t-'lr'll} 

The real boundaries of 92_ are now (for order (U)): 

rt\O..J~((rn"tm,)\ s1.-) .('St. "' 'h"" 

(AS) 

(A9) 
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Equation (A7) is again used to provide a numerically stable evaluation of one limit 

(like in (AS)) • The stable root of (A6) is usually s 2- which is obvious in the 

ease that m1 is small and t1 negative. In the limit that IUl + 0 (t1 < 0) 

az- goes to - "" and sz + becomes the difference of two very big terms, 90 it is 

best to calculate a2+ from (A7). Eve!\ whel\ the order of 11\tegrat:ion is given by 

(i) or (iii) the values of s2± are 1\eeded because they facilitate a stable 

evaluation of the quantity o1 which is defined by: 

"D, • ~ m't (-;t -St. )Cos.- -~a.) (m1 -;.o) 

(AlO) 

1>1 ~ -~('S~MtL)(t,*tw~~)(~a.~'31+) (,.., < o) 

o1 can also be expressed in terms of Levi-Civita tensors as 

p,p,q,t' li. 
:D, 1. E p,pLq,~ (All) 

In this form it is easy to recognize that o1 is a minor of the Gram determinant, 

and we can exploit this fact during the evaluation of the matrix element (see. 

section ill). 

For a given value a' of sz the extrema of tz can now also be found: 

t MOX > l J( , ') ( , ' ') 
2. •"'1.+m, -'\ a-t1 +m,. IS~m 14 +Ms 

lfll;..,l."""" 
~1. 1 .. 

·•c , 'J .~,c , , ') \;. 
+)I. a ,\:1,M1. i\ ~ ,M't,MS 2.a' 

1:., "'• , (&,.'b.)(o,~,-&.m,') 
a' 

(Al2) 

(Al3) 
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2 2 2 1 + 
with 64 • ms - m2 and 6 5 "' m4 - t 1 • 1n case (t) a is taken to be s2 

while in cases (U) and (lti) the correct value of s2 is substituted. New 

boundaries for sz can be obtained by l.Jlverting equation (Al2) after replacing 

tz max by the value of tz that has been taken between t 2 max and tz min and cr' 

by sz: 

s;t. 

- . 
s~ s~ 

{ -(m,' -t1 -tz) ( &, - t,) + 2tz(to+'>l,') 

:!:: ~~(~,t,,tt) i\~(l:t.mt.\m./) r ,{l:.l. 

<., &~, + (5;-or.)(&,m,'-or."'n 
!.,_ 

(Al4) 

(AlS) 

2 2 
with 66 "' m4 - m; o 1n a computer program one should check which root is the 

stable one that can be evaluated using (Al4) o The boundaries of s2 are now such 

that 

s~- < S;t < ~/ (Al6) 

The llmits sz '± are needed for a stable evaluation of the quantity n 2 since: 

"D •• ~ 1:.~, (s~-s{-t-)(<s 2 -s{:) 
(Al7) 
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• €.~q1.qtl"'- €.p'-"1.~tt"' (A18) 

The boundaries of !::. are obtained directly from the Gram determinant t::.4 , since 

!::.4 can be rewritten as a quadratic polynoruial in !::.: 

with: 

and: 

A,. • o..A1
.., ~A.+ c 

a.. (P,..q,)'- .. ,'!:, 
(_P•·9·)' 

~.. ~( p,.q, P1.·9, - P•· f\ \:,)( P.l·9L P1=9• - 9t·9, 1'1\11.) 

\._h.q,)' 

(A19) 

(A20) 

(A21) 

The expressl.on for c is more complicated but not really needed here as it is 

possible to rewrite the discriminant of equation (Al9): 

]). Q,'-4"C • 
41:>,1>, 

(J>,.q,)' 
(A22) 
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The 4-vector product p2 oq1 can be expressed ln terms of the invariants vta the 
2 

relation P2 oql a \(a2 - t1 - m2 ) o The boundari.ea of !::. are now: 

_g,_ 
20. 

-1D .... "- 6 <. 
Q, .,jj) 
- ·-;2.0.. 2.0. 

(A23) 

and the Gram determinant can be written as - t::.4 '" a(!::.+ - !::.) (!::. - !::. -) o To 

remove the singularities due to (- 1\4)-1 one extra change of variables is called 

for: 

6' 
l?_ 

>o. 
+ C<n(11~) {i) 

'" 

where 0 ..::_ x ..::_ lo The ftnal form of the phase space integral now becomes: 

I 

5JH 
0 

d. x cb.~1 cllt d..c 1 1\1. 

.,,, , 'l ·•c , 4 A ~..,5,M,,r.1~ '}.. 'h,\:.~,1'1'11) 

(A24) 

(A25) 

The Gram determinant; whose value is stU! needed in the rest of the kinematics 

(see appendix B) and often in the matrix element ls now given by: 

/::,." . -4 sW.'c11x) 1:>, ll,. (A26) 

A.C.·h, t,' ~:) 
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Other quantities that can be useful are the counterparts of the minora D 1 and D 2 : 

D PtP2q2~ Ptqlq2~ 
3 .. e e and o 4 "' e e • Also 

p1p2p4~ PtP2q2~ Plqlq2~ 

05 .. £ £P
1

P
2
P

4
f! can be of use. The evaluation of 03 and D4 is similar to 

(A6) ~ (All) 1 (Al4) ~ (Al7) respectively. It i.s only necessary to make the 

exchanges m1 .. m2 , m3 .. m5 , s1 .. s2 and t 1 - t 2 • Of course s1+ and 

sl'- are not the real boundaries of sl because the order of integration has not 

been changed. As a consequence the expressions for 0 3 and 0 4 are more stable 

than one would expect naively, For most applications there are only "random·· 

instabilities, i.e. for lOit Monte Carlo points roughly one point would have the 

prOperty that (s1 + - s1) /s1 would be of order 10-4 which means a loss of 

accuracy of 4 digits. To improve this situation requires much work as one rteeds 

to express o 3 and o 4 in terms of the four quasi random variables that come from 

the Monte Carlo integratot', and then rewrite all coefficients in such a way that 

the whole formula becomes numerically stable. Aftet' this the formula is not 

necessarfi.y so compact. 

The evaluation of D5 can be done by substituting P4 .. ql + q2 which gives: 

'P• p.q.~--- E. 
'D~. 'D, + "Dl + :tE P• p, q1.t-'- (A27) 

The final. Levi-Civita term can be rewritten: 

P•P•"'•t'- \ '( , ) e "'f• ~'>9•t< • - '"' 1'1· P. P.-9• - ~. p,.q, 
(A28) 

+ (p,.l\. p,.q,.m~p •. q,)( P•·9• P.-9•- ""-'q,.q,)f/p..q, 

Normally when there is a t-channel. structure like t1 and t2 there are no strong 

cancellations in (A27), lf however such cancellations do occur it is still possihle 

to use the td.angle relation 

'A(D, ,'D,, n.) • 4 t., s p,' (A29) 

-2Ft-

2 
to define 05, A stable evaluation of (A29) involves (01 - D3) • If this quantity 

is persistently unstable it is necessary to write 03 as a function of x and then 

Dl - 03 as a function of s2 and its boundaries. This can then be made stable but 

the results are messy, Often the best solution is to go back to the beginning and 

relabel the external momenta. 

_., 2 
Finally the factor A (s2 ,t1 ,m 2 ) in (A25) can be made to disappear by one 

more change of variables. lf a function f(y) has to be "mapped" away whlle 

i.ntegrating over y one calculates F(x) = _Jx f(y)dy and defines the new variable 

u by: 

u • 

y 

f(x) 

f('(•) 

(A30) 

in which y + and y- are the upper and lower boundaries of the integration over y. 

This change of variable can be done analytically if (A30) can be inverted to give 

x as a function of u. When f(y) is given by A -~(y,a,b) this can be done leading 

to the relations: 

and 

"f:O..t .. t + ~ ~ ('1·-o.- Q, • "'-)( '<:-o.-Q.•"'' )~ 
~ -o. • .tto(.-

~ 
<J__,_ 

40.~ ("--"-"'"- )~ l 
'-'(--o.-t ..... c 1.(•-o.-~+«-.. J 

~ >.:·c"·"'· ~) .e...(_"'-o.-'-'·"'·)· 
'-(--o.-t+oe.· 

(A31) 

(A32) 
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In these equations a+ and a- are given by 

"'- :t. • 
'/ . >-'(y-,a.,t) (03) 

-f.HH 
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Appendix '8 

Once the integration over the 2 to 3 particles phase apace has been expressed in 

teems of invariants and/or the varlable 6 or x of appendix A, tt is still necessary 

to tratl.<ilate these quanttties into laboratory variables. Especially a Monte Carlo 

integration over an experimental acceptance needs this, since most of the 

experlmencal cuts are expressed in terms of laboratory angles and momenta. Again 

numertc.al stability turns out to be of great importance as careless evaluation can 

easily lead to a loss of 10 to 20 digtts by subtracting a large number from 

another large number to obtaln a result that ts 10 to 20 orders of magnitude 

smaller. A good example of this ts the calculat.ton of the quantity E - p for a SO 

GeV electron. If the final result ls obtained via the relation 

E - p ~ (Bl) 
E•P 

there is no loss of accuracy and tt ts seen that the answer is about 

2. sx l0-9 GeV. The original terms E and p were 50 GeV so the relative loss of 

accuracy due to the subtraction E - p would be about Sxto-11 or more than 10 

digits. 

The necessary formulae are derlved for the CM frame and can almost all be found 

in ref. ( 18}. In the case that the lab frame 1s not the same as the CM frame a 

simple boost along the z-ax1s ts usually sufficient. This does not cause any severe 

problems as the perpendicular components of the 4-vectors which are usually 

rii!sponaible for the numerlcal instabilities, are not affected by such a boost. 

In the CM frame the energies of all particles can be found from the relation 

Is F'i. • p1 • p1 + p2 • p1• The rlghthand side 4-vector products can be expressed 

in terms of invariants and masses leadirtg to the equations 
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E, 

S+rn~- m,_, 
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S+ ml1 

- m,'l. 

t-r. 
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E-;. E 1 

( ' ' '2 '::.1- Mi-t m~-m, 

2-IS 

Es::.El.-
('5., -m'i'l..+~-r'l\t) ,,... 

Ett... E, - E3 +- E2 - Es 

(B2) 

Sometimes is is useful to define 1; 3 .. E1 - t 3 and 1; 5 • E2 - e5 because these 

energy transfers can occasionally be small. The values of the three momenta can. 

be easily obtained from (B2). 

The e angles (angles with the positive z-axis which is chosen here as the 

direction of p1 ) can be rather close to 0° or 180° whenever the energies get 

large. It is therefore better to calculate sin0 and the sign of case rather than to 

use the relation p1 .p1 • E1~- Jp1 (1P11cose1• This can be done v1a the relations 

(see also ref, [ 18] 

1), : ~\if. I' I j)~ 1
1 

..... ::~, 

I -,.,~\' . '"' 1), • s p, ?~ ~ ... "'~ 

1)~ • s \p,l'\~1' ,.;,•::~. 

(83) 
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Since cosGi = ( e 1 Ei - p1 .pi) I ( )P1 11Pi() the sign of cos0i can be obtained by 

comparing E1 14. with p1 .p1• For reasons of convenience particle 4 is chosen to 

define the xz plane so that P4 '* )p41(s1n04, 0, cos04). This is the most 

convenient choice for 2y physics since ''particle" 4 is the one which decays. The 

y components of p3 is equal ln magnitude to the y component Ps but opposite in 

sign because they are the only two three vectors with an y component. They are 

found via the relation: 

- e:., p,Pt.PlP~ E:p,p&. ~ p~ - E 

s\~C·\~\1. sW.1 \7., l~l,s~1 91 s.:-..,1 Cf~ 
(B4) 

The sign of sin¢ 3 is ambiguous as it is not determined by the values of the 

itwarlants or the 4-vector products. It can therefore be taken randomly. This 

leaves only the signs of cos¢ 3 and coa<t> 5 to be fixed. They can be determined by 

imposing conservation of three momentum in the x-direction. This gives that 

P4x + P3x + Psx = 0. As P4x is known and also the absolute values of PJx and 

Psx it is rather easy to find the combination of slgns that satisfies this 

conservation law. 

+>-HHH~ 
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Appendix C 

To obtain equation (Ill.S) several reduction formulae were needed. Their 

derivation is mainly dependent on the use of the so-called Schouten identity for 

Levi -Civita tensors : 

C\o. Et.c<A.• = '\.~ to..cch. -t- '\.c 6~ .... ch. + ctc1. '-~c.o. .t. .. q,._e tc.d.o. (Cl) 

Nevertheless at least one of the identities (Cll) is far from trivial and it is 

much easier to have a computer program like Schoonschip( 19 1 check it by 

comparing the left- and rlghthand sides after contracting the Levi-Civita tensors 

rather th.,n to derive the relation by hand. For illustrative purposes one of the 

rel.atlons is derived below. This wUl indicate some of the techniques that are 

useful. 

q,e:tQ... 'Letp11' 
Q• I• 1• I• 1 • R '!! £ E\1.e1.-c(\ E e.q .. ~.,"J''R. (C2) 

To reduce this term. one exchanges the index o: of the first Levi-Civita tensor with 

the tndices of the third, using the Schouten identity: 

qle.tGli\ q,e.-<l' 
Qololoi•2•'R = 0 +- 0 T E. E.(\~,et.ot{\E. 4:'h.ltt~'R 

~e,Q'r q,e1 ~ 
+ E Sq,.e.,K{\ 6. '-q.,.e,11' 'R 

(C3) 

':1.-CQ•I•l•l•l• 'R T \r(\•~1 Q•I•~·'R 

The final result is now: 

Q.\.l.I·2·R· ~Tr[•·~]Q.1·2·R (C4) 
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This result ts independent of the 4-vectors Q and R. Relation (C9) is derived by 

noticing that 

q,e,qt.0:1 1 q,e:~f> qt.e.t-r& 
E. e~.e.<\tllt a ib € €. e:-1{'>¥& 

K]\1-'"V 

~q,e, I<: A E'h.e.'L j-'-'YE. (C5) 

By contracting the two Levi-Civita tensors that are not 

contracted with ql, q2, el or e2 one can obtain equation (C9). The only direct 

derivation of (Cll) known to the author involves the introduetion of extra Levi

Civita tensors via the relation: 

Qq,•l' 
i(;'Q"Q~ • - E. €Qq,~ ... . ,,, )')" • (_Q q, - ._Q,q, 'j: ~ 

-'t~q,.(\Q'" +Q""q.,~Q,q, +Q\\q,~ Q.q_, 
(C6) 

If this expression is contracted with the tensor o:te2•2•l~ the final three terms 

give zero and the go:~ gives [ h2•2•1]. Now the Schouten identity has to be 

used several times to obtain the desired result. The relations needed for equation 

(III. 5) are: 

Q•\·2·1·2· 'R ~Tr[•·•1 Q,,,,.R (C7) 

lr[•·~·•·<] • ~Tc[•·~J Tc[•.~J (CB) 

Tr\_1.2.2•1} • *Tr[I.I}Tr(M] +~Tr[1.'l]Tr[1.2] 
E. q,e,q,.\.~ t. 

- q_,~tlq'Le'l. 

(C9) 

"' , q,o,q,o, , r ] 1' "' 
"P.I.'lol•l• r- :-q'l. G. ~\tt,qtel. +2.Tf'Lt•2. olol•r (ClO) 
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q,.'Q • I • > • ~ • I .Q • ".~ Tr[l•>} Q.I•>•Q -Q.q, Tr[1.2} Q.1.1. 'P 

+(Q•I•2•?)' .. ~Tr[l•:t}Tr[l,l] ((Q,q,)' -Q'q,') 

I ql.t2z..o<!\ )' 
·ii Tr[1.1] (E "G>.q,o~~ 

(Cll) 

In these relations Q and R are arbitrary 4-vecton and P • q1 + q2 • One can of 

course also substitute the 4-vector P for Q in relation ( C 11.) • In that case the 

following identity is rather useful: 

(€.'\••••~£. )'. :tTr['l.·~J((q,.qJ'.q;''l{) +~'(:'P,,,,,-p 
r'\,,.t{' 

(Cl2) 

To obtain the quantities M12 and M21 in equation (Ill.ll) one needs a few 

additional relations: 

q~,~ • r. q,e,tt(\ \'- ' ] ' 
£ Gq.e.Qq, •<; '-E EQ~,,.~) -;.Tr(l•l ((Q.o,) .q'qt) 

(Cl3) 

• Q''P.1.1."P -'\!Qo~o~.Q nQ.q, Qo\•1•1' 

:tQ.q, q_,.q, Qololo'P .(Qq,)''P.I.I;P • (q,.q,)'Q.Ioi,Q 

+ Tr\.1.1] 1 Q.o,, Q.q, <j,.q, - ~ (Q.q,)' q~ . \_Q'(q,.q,)'} (Cl4) 

l 0,~. (r..q,e,etp E- )~ 
-+ -v ~ Q~·~ 

The procedure to obtain M12 and M21 is to first execute the contraction in which 

for instance both e 2 ' 8 are replaced by the same index ~· Then the two Levi

Civita tensors containing this 11 are contracted after which the reduetlon formulae 

(Cl.3) and (Cl4) can be used. This leads to M21 • To obtain M12 one contracts 

the e1 ' s by replacing them by the same index v. Then one needs the versions of 

(C13) and (Cl4) in which the indices 1 and 2 have been interchanged. 
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Figure captions 

1 , The general structure of a two photon pro<:ess, 

2. The reaction e+e- + e+e-n° The four-vectors e 1 and e 2 are the 

polarization vectors of the two photons. 

3. The diagrams of the reaction y *' y *' + 1-1 + 1-1-, The pol.ar1.zation vectors of the 

two photons are represented by e 1 and e2 • 

4. Differential cross sections with respect to the dimuon mass under the 

assumption that both muons pass the cuts. The solid lines are for the 

purely elastic processes. They are from top to bottom : 

(i) e+e- at Is • 100 GeV, (ii) ep at HERA energies, (ill) pp at 

Is • 540 GeV. 'l'he dashed curves represent pro<:esses in which at least one 

proton is scattered inelastically. The top curve is for HERA and the bottom 

curve for pp at Is '" 540 GeV. The systematic uncertainty of these dashed 

curves is much greater due to the structure functions (see t.axt). 

tt-:-f}}:· 
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Table captlona 

1, Observable dimuon cross sections. It is assumed that both muons are seen 

inside the standard detector defined in the text. 

2. Observable dimuon cross sections lri.th a 20 mrad electron tag. Both muons 

are seen inside the standard detector of the text and at least one electron is 

seen at an angle of at least 20 mrad, 

tH+H 
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Fig. \. 
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Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. 
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~ 

Energies ( GeV) Cross section (pb) 

50 on so 588.5 :!: 1,6 

70 on 70 644.1 ± 1.9 

30 on 820 239.7 t o. 7 

30 on 820 125.7 !:: 0.5 

270 on 270 67.5 !:: 0.3 

270 on 270 66.8 :!: 0.6 

270 on 270 19.7 t 0.2 

~ 

Energies ( GeV) Cross section (pb) 

50 on so 87.7 t 0,4 

50 on so '·" t 0.1 

30 on 820 29.6 ± 0.2 

30 on 820 18.0 ± 0.1 

-tH+:· 


